1. Set projection
Typically UTM. Don’t forget
to specify UTM zone.

8. Define sources
Using Map Tab, Data Tab, or
Project Tab Sources.

9. Group
sources
Facilitates source
contribution
analysis.

16. Define
urban sources
Define urban area
and assign sources
to it. Allowed rarely
by regulators.

2. Import &
geo-reference
basemap
Image, DXF, or GIS
shapefile.

7. Enable/disable
depletion
Leave disabled for typical
U.S. regulatory modeling.

10. Apply
variable
emission rates
If emissions change
hourly, with wind
speed, etc.

15. Run BPIP to
calculate building
downwash
parameters
Required if using buildings.

3. Select executable
EPA for U.S. regulatory
modeling, BREEZE if using
enhanced features like flare
source type.

4. Select version
Typically the most recent,
which will be the default
selection.

6. Specify template

5. Select pollutant

Regulatory 
Concentration Only for basic
cases, other templates for
specialized cases such as
PVMRM.

Caution: Choosing SO2, NO2,
or PM25 enables processing
for U.S. NAAQS standards,
may be incorrect for other /
international standards.

11. Define receptors

12. Define boundary
receptor network

Regular grid, plus optional
receptors at discrete points.
For grid, Map Tab  Object
Arrays  Variable Density is
one good option.

For U.S. modeling, define a
boundary grid on the facility
fenceline, then disable
onsite receptors.

14. Run AERMAP to
import terrain

13. Define buildings

Usually required if local
terrain is not flat. Assigns
elevations to sources,
receptors, and buildings.

Usually required if
substantial buildings are
located near a point source.

17. Select
meteorological data
Specify a matching .SFC and
.PFL file.

18. Define
meteorological data
period
This determines the
days/hours for which
AERMOD will run.

24a. Save
results as text
files

23a. View
text/tablebased results

Reports Tab  Save
Text.

Found in Reports
Tab.

24b. Export to
Google Earth /
GIS / Image
3D Analyst Data /
Map Tabs .

23b. View
graphical
results
Project Tab 
Project Tools  3D
Analyst.

19. Specify output
options

20. Verify correct
setup

Most common types include
receptor tables, post files for
hour-by-hour results, and plot
files for graphical results.

Investigate any warning
messages displayed on the
Project Tab. Double click on
a message to fix it.

22. Check successful
completion
Under Reports Tab 
Results Summary, check for
fatal error messages. If
found, correct and re-run.

21. Run AERMOD

